
HANUKKAH LANTERN WORKSHOP 
with Julia Schwadron 
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This workshop is designed around ideas of long-lasting light, warmth and good fortune 
that we can find within the story of Hanukkah.  
 
This project consists of two parts that come together ‒ a paper lantern and multiple 
origami “fortune tellers”, a simple form that has existed in many countries all over the 
world with different names and games. The idea is to have fun folding the individual 
fortune tellers and even to play with them if you want, to inscribe messages hidden 
within, or secret hopes for the future. Folding all of these individual origami pieces takes 
dedication! (dedication = hanukkah!) Finally, we attach these all over the surface of the 
lantern to create an elaborate and beautiful light to hang in your home and remind you of 
the miracle of Hanukkah.  
 
According to the Talmud, Judah Maccabee and the other Jews who took part in 
the rededication of the Second Temple witnessed what they believed to be a 
miracle. Even though there was only enough untainted olive oil to keep the 
menorah’s candles burning for a single day, the flames continued flickering for 
eight nights, leaving them time to find a fresh supply. Hopefully, these themes of 



miracles and dedication and belief can find resonance within the forms of this project ‒ 
both in the parts and the whole.  
 
 
Materials required:  

• Paper for origami “fortune tellers” ‒ A4 white printer paper, cut into 4-inch 

squares, (approximately 45 - folding instructions below. 

- you will need scissors and a ruler for this part 

• Glue gun + hot glue 

• 6” round paper lantern 

• LED mini light 

• Crayons, markers, paints, colored pencils if you like 

• Some kind of string or ribbon to hang the lantern 

 
 
How to fold your paper into “fortune tellers”: 
 

    
Step 1: Start with a 4” square of paper.      Step 2: Fold the paper in half diagonally,  
                 making sure the corners line up.  

   
Step 3: unfold it and fold it the same way   Step 4: fold the paper in half by putting  
        bottom edge to top edge, then  
        unfold and do the same the other direction.  



 
 
 

   
Now your fold lines should look like this.  Step 5: Fold all four corners to the center.  
 
 
 

   
Now your paper should look like this.   Step 6: Turn it over.  
 
 
 

   
Step 7: Once again, Fold each corner  
into the center.  
 
 
 



 
 

   
Step 8: (optional) you can color each section  
if you want to play the “fortune teller” game  
or to place secret hopes/messages inside  
your fortune teller 
 
 

   
       Step 10: After you’re done writing/coloring,  
       you fold the bottom half up to the top.  
 
 

   
Step 11: tuck your thumbs and forefingers   (photo credit for origami pics: origamiway.com) 
in the four openings below. Now you can         
play “fortune” and you can prepare more  
to create our lantern!  
         



  
 
Once we have all the “fortune tellers” made and decorated however you like, you can 
start to glue them to the lantern.  
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